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**Xenos (stranger):** a superimposed identity of a person in a situation of problematic contact with the "other". A "stranger" is both acknowledged to a group and remains distant simultaneously. Term assigned to someone when there is a difficulty in communication occurring consciously or not from a personal, cultural, difference.
Identity: Xenos

Expectations: Towards a new home

Reality: Discrimination & Restriction
Facilities: Reception and Identification Center, Detention Area //containers, tents
Management: Hellenic Army/Police/MoMP
Population: 8.000, adults, minors, families
Boundaries: Double fences, multiple control points
Living conditions: unhealthy, overcrowded
Network: poor connection with town by bus 30 min. to the city
Facilities: Accommodation // containers  
Management: Municipality  
Population: Families and vulnerable people 3.500  
Boundaries: Fences, physical boundaries, one control point  
Living conditions: Decent living conditions, social activities  
Network: bus, 20 min. to town
Facilities: Accommodation // wooden ready-made houses
Management: Self-organised
Population: unaccompanied minors, people in vulnerable state, max. 150
Boundaries: loose, no control point
Living conditions: good living conditions, personal autonomy
Network: bus, 15 min. to the city
Places refer to refugees
Places against refugees
PART I
PART II
kids' recreational space
library
Gym
laundry
toilet
kindergarden
barbers'
restaurant
Communication center

RESIDENCY FOR MEN
RESIDENCY FOR WOMEN
RESIDENCY FOR MINORS
RESIDENCY FOR FAMILIES
SOCIAL STRUCTURE
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